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Pdm and Castor specify late-born motor
neuron identity in the NB7-1 lineage
Ruth Grosskortenhaus, Kristin J. Robinson, and Chris Q. Doe1

Institute of Neuroscience, Institute of Molecular Biology, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of Oregon,
Eugene, Oregon 97403, USA

Embryonic development requires generating cell types at the right place (spatial patterning) and the right time
(temporal patterning). Drosophila neuroblasts undergo stem cell-like divisions to generate an ordered sequence
of neuronal progeny, making them an attractive system to study temporal patterning. Embryonic neuroblasts
sequentially express Hunchback, Krüppel, Pdm1/Pdm2 (Pdm), and Castor (Cas) transcription factors.
Hunchback and Krüppel specify early-born temporal identity, but the role of Pdm and Cas in specifying
temporal identity has never been addressed. Here we show that Pdm and Cas regulate late-born motor neuron
identity within the NB7-1 lineage: Pdm specifies fourth-born U4 motor neuron identity, while Pdm/Cas
together specify fifth-born U5 motor neuron identity. We conclude that Pdm and Cas specify late-born
neuronal identity; that Pdm and Cas act combinatorially to specify a temporal identity distinct from either
protein alone, and that Cas repression of pdm expression regulates the generation of neuronal diversity.
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In the mammalian CNS, individual neural progenitors
give rise to an ordered series of cell types in the cerebral
cortex, retina, and spinal cord (for review, see Pearson
and Doe 2004). The cerebral cortex is arranged in layers
1, 2/3, 4, 5, and 6—from superficial to deep—with each
layer expressing unique molecular markers and having
lamina-specific axon and dendrite projection patterns
(McConnell 1992; Callaway 2002; Kubo and Nakajima
2003). Retroviral lineage analysis shows that individual
progenitors can generate neurons of all layers, and birth-
dating studies show that each layer is produced sequen-
tially over time (Berry and Rogers 1965; Luskin and
Shatz 1985; Walsh and Reid 1995; Reid et al. 1997). Layer
1 neurons are made first, followed by layers 6, 5, 4, and
2/3. Thus, the temporal identity of each neuron (i.e., its
birth order) is tightly correlated with its laminar iden-
tity. Elegant transplantation studies show that extrinsic
cues act on the progenitor to specify its temporal iden-
tity, and that this identity becomes fixed or cell autono-
mous around the final G2/M phase of the neuronal cell
cycle (McConnell 1988; McConnell and Kaznowski
1991). These studies predict that extrinsic cues trigger an
intrinsic developmental program in the newborn post-
mitotic neurons. To date, only one intrinsic temporal
identity factor has been identified: Foxg1, which is nec-

essary and sufficient to repress early-born layer 1 neuro-
nal identity (Hanashima et al. 2004). However, recent
work has confirmed that single cortical progenitors cul-
tured in vitro can recapitulate many aspects of their nor-
mal lineage (Shen et al. 2006), strongly implicating lin-
eage-intrinsic cues in regulating temporal identity.

In addition to the cerebral cortex, temporal patterning
is important for retinal development. Mammalian reti-
nal progenitors divide to produce seven major cell types.
Birthdating and retroviral lineage studies show that in-
dividual progenitors can generate many or all of these
cell types, and that there is an evolutionarily conserved
sequence of cell type production (Turner and Cepko
1987; Holt et al. 1988; Turner et al. 1990; Wetts and
Fraser 1991; Fekete et al. 1994; Cepko et al. 1995; Chang
and Harris 1998). Transplantation and in vitro culture
studies reveal that both intrinsic and extrinsic cues regu-
late neuronal temporal identity in the retina (Ezzeddine
et al. 1997; Morrow et al. 1998; Rapaport et al. 2001;
Cayouette et al. 2003; Li et al. 2004; Shen et al. 2006),
and that retinal progenitors undergo progressive restric-
tion in their ability to respond to these cues (Belliveau et
al. 2000).

Recently, the Drosophila embryonic CNS has emerged
as an attractive system to study the specification of neu-
ronal temporal identity and progressive restriction of
progenitor competence. Drosophila neurogenesis begins
with the delamination of neural stem cells, called neu-
roblasts, into the interior of the embryo while the cells
remaining at the surface make ventral epidermis (Skeath
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1999). Each neuroblast can be uniquely identified by its
position, time of formation, and pattern of gene expres-
sion (Doe 1992; Broadus et al. 1995). Neuroblasts divide
asymmetrically in a stem cell mode to bud off a series of
smaller cells called ganglion mother cells (GMCs); each
GMC typically generates a pair of neurons or glia. Early-
born GMCs and neurons are passively displaced further
inward by later-born GMCs, such that the first-born neu-
rons are located in the deepest layer of the CNS and the
last-born neurons lie in the most superficial layer of the
CNS (Isshiki et al. 2001; Pearson and Doe 2003). Cell
lineage studies show that neuroblast lineages are invari-
ant, with each neuroblast contributing a characteristic
family of neurons and glia to the CNS (Bossing et al.
1996; Schmidt et al. 1997; Schmid et al. 1999; Pearson
and Doe 2003). For example, the NB in the seventh row,
first column (NB7-1) sequentially generates the U1–U5
motor neurons and then ∼30 interneurons (Pearson and
Doe 2003).

Four transcription factors, Hunchback (Hb), Krüppel
(Kr), Pdm1/Pdm2 (Pdm), Castor (Cas), are sequentially
expressed in Drosophila neuroblasts and maintained in
their neuronal progeny (summarized in Fig. 1A; Kamba-
dur et al. 1998; Isshiki et al. 2001). Due to their sequen-
tial expression pattern and persistence in neurons based
on their birth order, these transcription factors are ex-
cellent candidates for specifying temporal identity in the
CNS. In fact, Hb and Kr are necessary and sufficient for
specifying early-born temporal identity in multiple neu-
roblast lineages (Isshiki et al. 2001; Novotny et al. 2002;
Pearson and Doe 2003; Kanai et al. 2005; Cleary and Doe
2006). In addition, experiments in which pulses of Hb or
Kr are given at different points in the NB7-1 lineage re-
veal a single early competence window for responding to
Hb or Kr, during which time NB7-1 undergoes progres-
sive restriction (Isshiki et al. 2001; Novotny et al. 2002;
Pearson and Doe 2003; Kanai et al. 2005; Cleary and Doe
2006).

Although Pdm1/Pdm2 and Cas are excellent candi-
dates for specifying late-born temporal identity based on
their expression patterns, they have not been tested for a
role in specifying temporal identity. pdm1 and pdm2 are
adjacent genes that encode POU homeodomain proteins
of the Oct1 family and are coexpressed within the em-
bryonic CNS (Dick et al. 1991). In addition to being ex-
pressed in a temporal pattern between Kr and cas during
neuroblast lineages, pdm1/pdm2 are also expressed in a
small subset of GMCs and neurons, including the early-
born RP2 neuron, where they act redundantly to regulate
gene expression and axon pathfinding (Yang et al. 1993;
Yeo et al. 1995; McDonald et al. 2003). For example,
mutations in pdm1 alone (also called nubbin; FlyBase) or
pdm2 alone show very weak defects in RP2 specification
compared with mutations that remove both pdm1 and
pdm2 (Yeo et al. 1995), and we observe a similar redun-
dancy within the NB7-1 lineage (data not shown). Due to
their common expression pattern and redundant func-
tion, we will refer to Pdm1/Pdm2 simply as Pdm. Previ-
ously, cas mutants were shown to have defects in neu-
ronal gene expression and formation of specific CNS

axon fascicles (Cui and Doe 1992; Mellerick et al. 1992),
but due to the lack of markers and lineage data avail-

Figure 1. Pdm is required to generate late-born U4 and U5
neurons. (A) Schematic of the wild-type NB7-1 lineage and tem-
poral identity gene expression profile (Schmid et al. 1999; Is-
shiki et al. 2001; Pearson and Doe 2003). Even-skipped (Eve) is
detected in the first five GMCs and their progeny U1–U5 neu-
rons, but not in their neuronal siblings or in the later-born
GMCs and interneuronal progeny. Pdm is only transiently de-
tected in U4. Embryonic stages (stage) according to Campos-
Ortega and Hartenstein (1997). In this figure and below, neuro-
blast color reflect the neuronal identity produced at each point
in the lineage. We infer that the first interneurons in the lineage
arise from a Cas-positive Pdm-negative neuroblast based on the
very transient window of Pdm/Cas coexpression, but the iden-
tification of markers for these interneurons will be necessary to
resolve this point. (B) Schematic of NB7-1 gene expression pro-
file in pdm mutants, based on the timing of gene expression in
the entire neuroblast population at the indicated embryonic
stages. (C,D) Wild-type and pdm mutant embryos showing Pdm
and Cas expression in the neuroblast layer at the indicated em-
bryonic stages. Ventral view of two segments; anterior is up.
(E,F) Wild-type and pdm mutant embryos assayed for the indi-
cated U1–U5 neuronal identity markers. (E) In wild type, U1–U5
were present. (F) In pdm mutants, U1–U3 were present but U4/
U5 neurons were often absent (74% both absent; n = 163
hemisegments). Each panel shows one hemisegment of a stage
16 CNS as a maximum intensity projection of the optical sec-
tions encompassing the U1–U5 neurons; anterior up, midline to
left; neurons are shown as insets if they are obscured in the
projection. (Hb) Hunchback; (Kr) Krüppel; (Run) Runt; (Cas)
Castor. Summary of U1–U5 phenotype shown at right.
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able in the early 1990s it was not possible to analyze
temporal identity phenotypes. cas has also been shown
to regulate axon pathfinding of post-embryonic neurons
in the central complex and mushroom body (Hitier et al.
2001). Here we use loss-of-function and misexpression
experiments to analyze the role of Pdm and Cas in tem-
poral cell fate specification within the well-character-
ized NB7-1 lineage. We report that Pdm and Cas are re-
quired for development of late-born motor neuron iden-
tity within the NB7-1 lineage: Pdm specifies U4 motor
neuron fate, whereas Pdm and Cas together specify U5
motor neuron fate. In addition, we confirm and extend
previous results showing that NB7-1 has a single com-
petence window to respond to Hb, Kr, Pdm, and Cas, and
we provide additional information on the mechanisms
regulating the precise timing of hb, Kr, pdm, and cas
transcription in neuroblasts.

Results

To investigate the role of Pdm1/Pdm2 (henceforth Pdm)
and Cas in specifying late-born neuronal identity we fo-
cus on the well-characterized NB7-1 lineage (Isshiki et
al. 2001; Pearson and Doe 2003; Grosskortenhaus et al.
2005; Cleary and Doe 2006). In this lineage, the five Eve+

GMCs each produce one Eve+ neuron (U1–U5, based on
birth order; Pearson and Doe 2003) and one Eve− sibling
cell. The next ∼15 GMCs generate different types of in-
terneurons (Bossing et al. 1996; Schmid et al. 1999; Pear-
son and Doe 2003). Each of the U1–U5 motor neurons
can be uniquely identified by molecular marker expres-
sion, cell position, and axon projections (Fig. 1A,E; Is-
shiki et al. 2001; Pearson and Doe 2003); there are no

known molecular markers for identifying the U siblings
or interneurons in the lineage.

Pdm is required to generate the late-born U4 and
U5 neurons

During wild-type CNS development, neuroblasts express
Hb at stage 8–9, Kr at stage 10, Pdm at stage 11, Pdm plus
Cas at early stage 12, and Cas alone at stage 13 (Fig.
1A,C; Isshiki et al. 2001; Cleary and Doe 2006). The tim-
ing of Pdm neuroblast expression corresponds to the in-
terval that NB7-1 is generating the U4 and U5 neurons,
and consistent with this timing we can detect transient
Pdm in the U4 and U5 neurons but not in earlier-born
U1–U3 neurons (data not shown).

To investigate Pdm CNS function, we used the small
deficiency Df(2L)ED773 that removes both pdm1 and
pdm2 genes. In embryos homozygous for Df(2L)ED773
(subsequently called pdm mutant embryos), we found no
change in the timing of Hb, Kr, or Cas in neuroblasts
(Fig. 1B,D; data not shown), and conclude that Pdm is not
required to down-regulate hb or Kr neuroblast expression
or to activate cas neuroblast expression. We next exam-
ined the function of Pdm in specifying U1–U5 motor
neuron identity. Whereas wild-type embryos always had
five normally specified U1–U5 neurons (Fig. 1E), pdm
mutant embryos had normal U1–U3 neuronal fates, but
typically lacked the U4 and U5 neurons (Fig. 1F; quan-
tified in legend). These neurons may have an alternate
cell fate or undergo apoptosis (see below). We conclude
that Pdm is required for the proper development of the
late-born U4 and U5 neurons.

Figure 2. Prolonged Pdm expression can extend
the Pdm/Cas coexpression window and generate
ectopic U5 neurons (A) Schematic of NB7-1 gene
expression profile in embryos with prolonged
Pdm expression (prospero-gal4 UAS-HA:pdm2).
(B) prospero-gal4 UAS-HA:pdm2 embryos show-
ing Pdm and Cas in the neuroblast layer at the
indicated embryonic stages. Ventral view of two
segments; anterior is up. (C) prospero-gal4 UAS-
HA:pdm2 embryos assayed for U1–U5 neuronal
identities. Wild-type embryos had U1–U5 neu-
rons (Fig. 1E), whereas prospero-gal4 UAS-
HA:pdm2 embryos typically had four extra U5
neurons in the thorax (n = 58; range 2–5) and at
most one extra U5 neuron in the abdomen
(n = 68; 12% one extra). Panels show one thoracic
or abdominal hemisegment at stage 16; anterior
up, midline to left; summary of the most com-
mon U1–U5 phenotype is shown at right.
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Pdm misexpression prolongs Pdm/Cas neuroblast
coexpression and induces ectopic U5 neurons

Although Pdm is not required for proper expression of
hb, Kr, or cas (preceding section), here we test whether
misexpression of Pdm is sufficient to alter the timing of
hb, Kr, or cas neuroblast expression. First, we extended
the normal window of Pdm neuroblast expression using
prospero-gal4 to express a haemagglutinin (HA)-tagged
Pdm2 protein (UAS-HA:pdm2); this resulted in pro-
longed expression of Pdm from its normal initiation at
stage 11 until late in embryogenesis (Fig. 2A,B). We
found that cas expression persisted as long as Pdm was
detectable, resulting in an extended window of Pdm/Cas
coexpression within neuroblasts from stage 11 until late
stage 16 (Fig. 2A,B; data not shown).

To determine the consequences of prolonged Pdm mis-
expression on neuronal temporal identity, we assayed
U1–U5 cell fates within the NB7-1 lineage. We found
that prolonged Pdm expression resulted in normal U1–
U3 neuronal identity (Fig. 2C), as expected because Pdm
is not present in this part of the lineage. We also ob-
served normal formation of the Pdm-dependent U4 neu-
ron (Fig. 2C). Strikingly, we observed four or more super-
numerary U5 neurons within thoracic segments, and a
similar but weaker phenotype in abdominal segments
(Fig. 2C). The ectopic U5 neurons express both Pdm and
Cas, consistent with the extended window of Pdm/Cas
expression seen in neuroblasts. We conclude that ex-
tended Pdm expression can prolong cas expression and
induce ectopic U5 neurons.

In addition, we induced Pdm expression prior to its
normal time of expression in the NB7-1 lineage using the
engrailed-gal4 driver (Fig. 3A). We observed that preco-

cious Pdm resulted in strong repression of Kr expression,
weak early activation of cas expression, and prolonged
Pdm/Cas coexpression for the duration of the Pdm mis-
expression window (Fig. 3B; quantified in Supplementary
Table 1; data not shown). Assaying older embryos of this
genotype for U1–U5 neuronal identity revealed the ex-
pected supernumerary U5 neurons as well as a partial
loss of U4 and U3 neurons (Fig. 3C). We propose that the
extra U5 neurons are due to the extended period of Pdm/
Cas coexpression, and that the loss of U4 may be due to
the precocious activation of Cas, which transforms the
normally Pdm+ Cas− U4 neuron into a Pdm+ Cas+ U5
neuron. In contrast, the loss of U3 is likely due to Pdm
repression of Kr expression, because Kr is required for U3
development (Isshiki et al. 2001).

Taken together, our Pdm experiments allow us to
draw several conclusions and make one prediction. First,
we conclude that Pdm is expressed during the formation
of the U4 neuron and is required for U4 neuron survival
and/or specification. Second, we conclude that Pdm and
Cas are coexpressed during the formation of the U5 neu-
ron, and at least Pdm is required for U5 survival and/or
specification. Third, we conclude that misexpression of
Pdm can extend the window of Pdm/Cas coexpression
and induce ectopic U5 neurons. Finally, we predict that
Pdm/Cas together specify the identity of the late-born
U5 neuron, and we test this prediction below.

Castor is required to suppress U4 and promote U5
neuronal identity

In wild-type embryos, cas is expressed at the time of U5
formation (stage 12) and into the subsequent window of
interneuron production (Fig. 1A,C). To determine the

Figure 3. Precocious Pdm expression can re-
press Kr, activate cas, and generate ectopic U5
neurons at the expense of U3/U4 neurons. (A)
Schematic of NB7-1 gene expression profile in
embryos with precocious Pdm expression (en-
grailed-gal4 UAS-HA:pdm2). (B) engrailed-gal4
UAS-HA:pdm2 embryos stained for Kr and
HA:Pdm2 (using anti-HA antibody) at the indi-
cated stages. An optical section through the neu-
roblast layer is shown. The domain of high
HA:Pdm2 in the posterior of each segment
(brackets) results in strong repression of Kr and
weak activation of Cas; the wild-type pattern of
Kr and Cas can be seen in the anterior of each
segment where there is no HA:Pdm2 misexpres-
sion. Ventral view of two segments; anterior is
up. (C) engrailed-gal4 UAS-HA:pdm2 embryos
assayed for U1–U5 neuronal identities. Wild-type
embryos had U1–U5 neurons (Fig. 1E), whereas
engrailed-gal4 UAS-HA:pdm2 embryos had a
variable loss of U3/U4 neurons and extra U5 neu-
rons (thoracic segments: 5.2 extra, range 4–9 ex-
tra, n = 128; abdominal segments 0–1 extra,
n = 359). Panels show one hemisegment of a
stage 16 CNS; anterior up, midline to left; sum-
mary of the most common phenotypes shown at
right.
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role of cas in U1–U5 neuron specification we assayed
embryos homozygous for cas24 or cas39, both of which
act as strong cas alleles (see Materials and Methods; Cui
and Doe 1992). We found that cas mutant embryos show
the proper timing of hb and Kr neuroblast expression
(data not shown), whereas pdm expression persists as
late as stage 15 (Fig. 4B). We conclude that Cas is re-
quired to repress pdm neuroblast expression, confirming
previous results (Kambadur et al. 1998). In addition, neu-
ronal temporal identity assays revealed that cas mutants
have supernumerary U4 neurons and a lack of U5 neu-
rons (Fig. 4C). These results suggest that prolonged Pdm
expression induces U4 neuronal identity and the lack of
Pdm/Cas coexpression prevents specification of U5 neu-
ronal identity.

To determine if the prolonged Pdm expression in cas
mutants is responsible for the formation of ectopic U4
neurons, we generated pdm cas double mutants and ana-
lyzed neuronal temporal identity. We found that pdm
cas double mutants lacked all extra U4 fates found in cas
single mutants, without affecting the early U1–U3 fates
(Fig. 4E). Thus, Pdm is required for U4 specification in
wild-type embryos (Fig. 1F) as well as for specification of

the ectopic U4 neurons in cas mutant embryos (Fig. 4E).
We conclude that Pdm alone specifies U4 neuronal iden-
tity; both Pdm and Cas are required to specify U5 neu-
ronal identity; and Cas is required to repress pdm expres-
sion and limit its window of expression within the
NB7-1 lineage.

To test whether precocious Cas expression could re-
press endogenous Pdm expression and thereby prevent
U4 neuron specification, we used the engrailed-gal4
driver to express UAS-cas from the time of neuroblast
formation (Fig. 5A). We detected no change in the timing
or levels of Hb and Kr expression despite high levels of
Cas protein (data not shown), but Pdm levels were
strongly reduced within the domain of Cas misex-
pression (Fig. 5B; quantified in Supplementary Table 1).
Consistent with the loss of Pdm in neuroblasts, we ob-
served absence of the U4 and U5 neurons (Fig. 5C),
both of which require Pdm for their specification
(see above). The same loss of U4/U5 phenotype was ob-
served when we used prospero-gal4 to misexpress Cas
(data not shown). Coexpression of Cas and the cell death
inhibitor p35 (engrailed-gal4 UAS-cas UA-p35) also re-
sulted in loss of U4/U5 neurons (data not shown), sug-

Figure 4. Castor is required to suppress U4 and
promote U5 neuronal identity. (A) Schematic of
NB7-1 gene expression profile in cas mutants. (B)
cas24 homozygous mutant embryos showing
Pdm in the neuroblast layer at the indicated em-
bryonic stages. Note that Pdm persists until
stage 15, which is not observed in wild-type em-
bryos (Fig. 1C). Ventral view of two segments;
anterior is up. The neuroblast layer dips out of
the focal plane at the segment border (*). (C) cas39

homozygous mutant embryos assayed for U1–U5
neuronal identities. Wild-type embryos had U1–
U5 neurons (Fig. 1E), whereas cas mutant em-
bryos had ectopic U4 neurons in both thoracic
(6.6 extra; n = 20) and abdominal hemisegments
(3.5 extra; n = 29). In this experiment, U5 neu-
rons were identified by expression of a lacZ gene
at the cas39 locus, which is expressed in the nor-
mal cas pattern despite lack of functional Cas
protein (see Materials and Methods for details;
see Supplementary Fig. 1A for lacZ expression in
the wild-type U5 neuron). Panels show one
hemisegment of a stage 16 CNS; anterior up,
midline to left; summary of the most common
U1–U5 phenotype shown at right. (D) Schematic
of NB7-1 gene expression profile in pdm cas24

double mutants. (E) pdm cas24 double-mutant
embryos assayed for U1–U5 neuronal identities.
Panels show one abdominal hemisegment of a
stage 16 CNS; anterior up, midline to left; sum-
mary of U1–U5 phenotype shown at right.
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gesting that ectopic Cas does not kill the U4/U5 neurons
but may transform them into another neuronal identity
(e.g., later-born interneurons) (see Discussion). We
conclude that misexpression of Cas is sufficient to re-
press Pdm and block specification of U4/U5 neuronal
identity, and that Cas alone is insufficient to specify U5
fate.

Pdm/Cas together specify U5 neuronal identity

The mutant and misexpression data described above sup-
port a model in which Pdm alone specifies U4 neuronal
identity, and Pdm/Cas together specify U5 neuronal
identity. Thus, we tested whether coexpressing Pdm/Cas
together would be sufficient to induce U5 neuronal iden-
tity, at least during the NB7-1 competence window. We
used engrailed-gal4 to misexpress UAS-HA:pdm2 and
UAS-cas from the time of neuroblast formation (Fig. 6A).
We observed normal Hb neuroblast expression but
strong repression of Kr neuroblast expression (Fig. 6B),
similar to the effect of misexpressing Pdm alone (see Fig.
3A,B). Furthermore, there was prolonged coexpression of
Pdm/Cas within neuroblasts of the misexpression do-
main (data not shown). Within the NB7-1 lineage, we
observed normal Hb+ U1/U2 neurons, a loss of the U3/
U4 neurons, and extra U5 neurons (Fig. 6C). To further
test the hypothesis that Pdm and Cas together specify
U5 identity, we misexpressed Pdm in a cas mutant back-
ground. We find that prospero-gal4 UAS-HA:pdm2;
cas39/cas39 embryos have ectopic U4 neurons (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1), whereas prospero-gal4 UAS-HA:pdm2
alone have ectopic U5 neurons (Fig. 2). We conclude that
Pdm and Cas function together to induce U5 neuronal
identity, and a similar competence window exists for
generating ectopic U5 neurons as previously observed for
Hb-, Kr-, or Pdm-induced earlier-born neuron identities
(Fig. 4C; Pearson and Doe 2003; Cleary and Doe 2006).

Discussion

Hb, Kr, Pdm, and Cas are sequentially expressed in neu-
roblasts, but only Hb and Kr have been shown to have a
function in specifying temporal identity (Isshiki et al.
2001; Novotny et al. 2002; Pearson and Doe 2003;
Grosskortenhaus et al. 2005; Kanai et al. 2005; Cleary
and Doe 2006). Here we show that Pdm and Cas are
required for specifying the late-born U4 and U5 neuron
fates within the NB7-1 lineage. Thus, all four transcrip-
tion factors are required to specify sequential temporal
identities within the NB7-1 lineage: High Hb gives U1
fate, low Hb gives U2 fate, Kr gives U3 fate, Pdm gives
U4 fate, and Pdm/Cas gives U5 fate. Cas is then tran-
siently expressed in the lineage during the window of
interneuron production, and it remains possible that Cas
alone specifies one or more interneuron identities later
in the lineage.

Pdm without Cas specifies U4 neuronal identity

Pdm is detected in neuroblasts during the window that
NB7-1 is generating the GMC progenitors of the U4/U5
neurons, and pdm mutant embryos lack the U4/U5 neu-
rons. What happens in the NB7-1 lineage following pro-
duction of the U3 progenitor in pdm mutant embryos? It
is unlikely that NB7-1 dies or is cell cycle arrested, be-
cause Cas+ neuroblasts can be observed well after the
time of pdm expression (see Fig. 1B,C). It is more likely
that the U4/U5 neurons undergo cell death or that NB7-1
“skips” production of U4/U5 neurons and goes directly
to the interneuron phase of its lineage. Independent of
the mechanism used, it is clear that Pdm is required for
the proper development of the late-born U4 and U5 neu-
rons.

If Pdm is required for both U4 and U5 fates, what dis-
tinguishes these neuronal identities? The Cas transcrip-

Figure 5. Pdm is required for ectopic U4 neu-
rons in cas mutant embryos. (A) Schematic of
NB7-1 gene expression profile in embryos with
precocious cas expression (engrailed-gal4 UAS-
cas). (B) engrailed-gal4 UAS-cas embryos show-
ing Pdm and Cas in the neuroblast layer at the
indicated embryonic stages. Ventral view of two
segments; anterior is up. Single channels are
shown in rows 1 and 2, which then merge in row
3. Domain of ectopic Cas indicated by brackets.
Pdm is down-regulated in the neuroblasts that
express ectopic Cas (cf. Fig. 1C). Cas expression
can significantly repress Pdm protein levels
(quantified in Supplementary Table 1). (C) en-
grailed-gal4 UAS-cas embryos assayed for U1–
U5 neuronal identities. In wild type, we observe
U1–U5 neurons (Fig. 1E). In engrailed-gal4 UAS-
cas embryos, the U1–U3 fates are normal, but U4
and U5 neurons are invariably missing. Panels
show one abdominal hemisegment of a stage 16
CNS; anterior up, midline to left; summary of
U1–U5 phenotype shown at right.
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tion factor is detected in U5 but not U4, leading to a
model in which Pdm alone specifies U4 identity and
Pdm/Cas specifies U5 identity. Our data fully support
such a model. First, cas mutant embryos have an ex-
tended window of Pdm only expression, and we observe
the formation of supernumerary U4 neurons during this
window of Pdm expression. Furthermore, pdm cas
double mutants lack these ectopic U4 neurons, showing
that the extended window of Pdm is required for speci-
fying the ectopic U4 neurons. These data provide strong
support for the conclusion that Pdm without Cas speci-
fies U4 neuronal identity.

If Pdm specifies U4 neuron identity, then why are ec-
topic U4 neurons not observed following Pdm misex-
pression? The answer to this apparent paradox is that
Pdm misexpression induces Cas expression, resulting in
the Pdm/Cas double-positive state that specifies U5
identity (see below). Precocious expression of Pdm also
results in repression of Kr, and the occasional loss of the
U3 neuron. Finally, misexpression of Pdm can result in
the absence of U5 at very low frequency. One possible
explanation is that in these segments, Pdm induces suf-
ficiently high levels of Cas to trigger production of the
Cas+ interneuron identity that normally occurs after U5
production.

Pdm and Cas together specify U5 neuronal identity

The proposal that Pdm and Cas together specify U5 neu-
ronal identity is supported by several observations: (1)
Both pdm and cas single mutants lack U5 neuronal iden-
tity; (2) misexpression of Pdm can extend the window of
Pdm/Cas coexpression and generate ectopic U5 neurons;

(3) misexpression of Pdm in a cas mutant background
generates U4 neurons but not U5 neurons; and (4) mis-
expression of Pdm and Cas together results in ectopic U5
neurons. How might the combination of Pdm and Cas
specify a unique neuronal identity, different from either
factor alone? It is possible that Pdm and Cas form a het-
erodimer with a different set of target genes than either
factor alone; POU domain proteins such as Pdm are
known to heterodimerize with a wide range of transcrip-
tion factors, including zinc finger transcription factors
(Kakizawa et al. 1999; Prefontaine et al. 1999). However,
there are no reported Pdm1/Cas or Pdm2/Cas interac-
tions in a genome-wide yeast two-hybrid screen (Giot et
al. 2003), and we have been unable to coimmunoprecipi-
tate HA:Pdm2/Cas after co-overexpression (K. Robinson,
unpubl.). It is also possible that genes differ in the com-
position of Pdm- and Cas-binding sites, some genes hav-
ing sites for Pdm, others having Cas sites, and yet others
having coclusters of both sites. Testing this hypothesis
using bioinformatics is currently not possible due to the
low information content of the Pdm DNA-binding motif
(Neumann and Cohen 1998).

Are Pdm and Cas temporal identity genes?

It is clear that Pdm and Cas specify late-born U4/U5
motor neuron fates within the NB7-1 lineage. If they
specify late-born neuronal fates in other lineages, they
would be temporal identity genes; if they only have this
function in the NB7-1 lineage, then they would be better
defined as having a U4/U5 cell type specification func-
tion. Currently, not enough information exists to distin-
guish these two possibilities. Besides NB7-1, the only
other neuroblast lineage where birth-order data exists is

Figure 6. Pdm/Cas specify U5 neuronal
identity. (A) Schematic of NB7-1 gene ex-
pression profile in embryos with Pdm/Cas
misexpression (engrailed-gal4 UAS-
HA:pdm2 UAS-cas). (B) engrailed-gal4
UAS-HA:pdm2 UAS-cas embryos show-
ing Kr, Pdm, and Cas in the neuroblast
layer at the indicated embryonic stages.
Ventral view of two segments; anterior is
up. Kr is repressed in the Pdm/Cas misex-
pression domain. (C) engrailed-gal4 UAS-
HA:pdm2 UAS-cas embryos assayed for
U1–U5 neuronal identities. In wild type,
we observe U1–U5 neurons (Fig. 1E). In en-
grailed-gal4 UAS-HA:pdm2 UAS-cas em-
bryos, we observe loss of Kr+ U3 neurons
(79% lost; n = 110) and ectopic U5 neurons
(approximately six in thoracic hemiseg-
ments, n = 35; ∼2.5 in abdominal hemiseg-
ments, n = 75). We suggest these extra
neurons have a U5 fate based on their
Pdm− Run+ Cas+ marker expression, but we
cannot rule out a U4 identity or a mixed
U4/U5 identity without additional markers.
Panels show one hemisegment of a stage 16
CNS; anterior up, midline to left; summary
of U1–U5 phenotype shown at right.
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NB7-3, but that lineage is short—just three GMCs—and
it does not express cas (Isshiki et al. 2001; Novotny et al.
2002; Karcavich and Doe 2005). In the future, it will be
important to determine birth-order relationships in ad-
ditional embryonic neuroblast lineages, and then test
Pdm and Cas for a role in specifying late-born neuronal
identity in these lineages. Pdm is known to specify the
first-born GMC in the NB4-2 lineage (Yang et al. 1993;
Yeo et al. 1995; McDonald et al. 2003), which shows
Pdm is not restricted to specifying late-born temporal
identity, but this does not preclude it from specifying
late-born cell fates in NB4-2 or other neuroblast lineages.

The NB7-1 competence window

NB7-1 has the longest embryonic lineage of any neuro-
blast, producing ∼40 neurons (U1–U5 motor neurons,
five U siblings, and 30 interneurons). We have previously
shown that pulses of low levels of Hb or Kr can induce
one to three extra Eve+ early-born neurons only during
the first five cell cycles of the NB7-1 lineage, and mis-
expression of high levels of Hb or Kr can only generate an
average of 4.1 and 4.8 extra Eve+ U neurons, respectively
(Pearson and Doe 2003; Cleary and Doe 2006). Thus,
NB7-1 has a single early competence window to respond
to Hb and Kr. Interestingly, in this study we found that
high levels of Pdm or Pdm/Cas also induced approxi-
mately four extra Eve+ U neurons. Thus, NB7-1 may lose
competence to respond to all four temporal identity fac-
tors at the same time—after nine to 10 cell cycles. These
data support the conclusion that NB7-1 has a single com-
petence window for all four temporal identity factors.
Alternatively, Pdm or Pdm/Cas may induce levels of Cas
that exceed a threshold for inducing Eve− interneuron
identity.

Differences in thoracic and abdominal phenotypes

We find that prolonged Pdm or Pdm/Cas coexpression
generates more U4 or U5 neurons in thoracic segments
than in abdominal segments (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 6). One expla-
nation might be the effect of homeotic gene expression
on the NB7-1 lineage. Homeotic genes are known to
regulate the length of neuroblast lineages (Prokop et al.
1998), the type of neurons generated within neuroblast
lineages (Prokop and Technau 1994; Berger et al. 2005),
and the timing of neuroblast apoptosis (Bello et al. 2003).
Thus, it is possible that homeotic genes also regulate the
ability of Pdm or Cas to induce late-born neuronal iden-
tity, the length of the competence window, or the sur-
vival/proliferation state of NB7-1.

The neuroblast gene expression ‘timer’

Our results provide new information on the “gene ex-
pression timer” that regulates sequential hb, Kr, pdm,
and cas expression in embryonic neuroblasts. Previous
studies showed that loss of Hb or Kr in neuroblasts did
not significantly alter the timing of hb, Kr, pdm or cas

neuroblast expression (Isshiki et al. 2001; Grosskorten-
haus et al. 2005; Kanai et al. 2005); our studies confirm
and extend these conclusions. We find that pdm or cas
mutants have no effect on the timing of transcriptional
initiation of hb, Kr, pdm, or cas within neuroblast lin-
eages. Thus, expression of hb, Kr, pdm, cas must be in-
duced by one or more unknown transcriptional activa-
tors (Fig. 7A). This highlights the importance of identi-
fying the relevant cis-regulatory region controlling the
timing of hb, Kr, pdm, and cas expression, and charac-
terizing the trans-acting factors that initiate temporally
accurate neuroblast gene expression.

Although mutant analysis reveals the presence of un-
known transcriptional activators of hb, Kr, pdm, and cas
neuroblast expression, misexpression experiments re-
veal regulatory interactions between each of these genes.
We confirm and extend previous studies (Kambadur et al.
1998; Isshiki et al. 2001), showing that each temporal
identity factor is capable of activating transcription of
the next gene in the pathway (Fig. 7B). The ability of each
transcription factor to activate the next gene in the cas-
cade may act redundantly with the unknown transcrip-
tional activators to maintain the linear cascade of gene
expression. In addition, we observe many repressive in-
teractions between the temporal identity genes (Fig. 7B),
which may serve to maintain distinct temporal windows
of expression. It is unknown whether these regulatory
interactions are direct or indirect; this is a question we
are actively investigating.

Materials and methods

Fly stocks and transgene construction

pdm mutant phenotype was analyzed using Df (2L)ED773 (re-
moves both pdm1 and pdm2). The cas mutant phenotype was
analyzed using cas24 and cas39 (Cui and Doe 1992), balanced
over TM3 ftz-lacZ. Both cas alleles are strong alleles for their
U1–U5 phenotype (same phenotype in trans to a deficiency or to

Figure 7. Regulation of hb, Kr, pdm, and cas neuroblast gene
expression. (A) Regulatory hierarchy based on loss-of-function
experiments (Isshiki et al. 2001; Kanai et al. 2005; this study).
The small Kr below Hb represents low-level Kr that is always
coexpressed with Hb; in contrast, the large Kr to the right of Hb
represents the high-level Kr expression that occurs after Hb ex-
pression is down-regulated. (B) Regulatory hierarchy based on
misexpression experiments. In both panels, arrows indicate
positive regulation, “T” indicates negative regulation, and “?”
indicates one or more unknown transcriptional activators.
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each other) and were made by imprecise excision of the cas2092

lacZ enhancer trap line (Cui and Doe 1992). The cas2092 trans-
poson is inserted at base 1,542,578 of the BDGP release 4.3
genome sequence, within castor 5� untranslated region (UTR).
The cas39 allele has a small deletion that strongly reduces cas
expression, but retains a functional lacZ gene that is expressed
in the normal cas CNS expression pattern, allowing lacZ ex-
pression to be used as a U5 marker in cas mutant embryos (Fig.
4C). The cas24 allele is a deletion that removes lacZ-containing
transposon and eliminates cas expression in the NB7-1 lineage,
although a few Cas+ cells are detected scattered throughout the
CNS. For overexpression experiments, we used prospero-gal4
on chromosome III (F. Matsuzaki, Kobe, Japan), engrailed-gal4
on chromosome II (A. Brand, Cambridge, UK), UAS-cas on chro-
mosome III (W. Odenwald, National Institutes of Health, Wash-
ington, DC), UAS-HA:pdm2 on chromosome II and III, and
UAS-p35 (Hay et al. 1995). The UAS-HA:pdm2 transgene was
made by cloning the ORF from EST RE34565 following the
haemagglutinin (HA) sequence into pUAST, and standard meth-
ods were used to generate the transgenic flies.

Antibodies, immunofluorescence, and semiquantitation of
protein levels

The Pdm2 antibody was made by PCR amplification using the
primer pair GCGACACACGAATTCATGCGGCACAT and
GCGCTTCTCGAGTCTGCGTTACAGGA from a pdm2 EST
RE49429 template, digesting with EcoRI/XhoI, cloning into the
EcoRI/XhoI sites of pET-28a, and sequencing for confirmation.
Standard methods were used to bacterially express and purify
the protein, and inject it into rats to generate polyclonal sera.

Antibody staining was performed according to Grosskorten-
haus et al. (2005). Primary antibodies, dilutions, and sources are
rabbit anti-�-galactosidase, 1:1000, Cappel; mouse anti-�-galac-
tosidase, 1:500, Promega; guinea pig anti-Hb, 1:400, East Asian
Distribution Center for Segmentation Antibodies (EADC);
guinea pig anti-Kr, 1:400, EADC; rat anti-Pdm2, 1:10, this work;
rabbit anti-Cas, 1:1000, W. Odenwald; guinea pig anti-Eve,
1:400, EADC; mouse anti-Eve, 1:10, Developmental Studies Hy-
bridoma Bank; guinea pig anti-Runt, 1:400, EADC; rat anti-HA,
1:100, Roche. Species-specific secondary antibodies were conju-
gated to Alexa 488, RhodamineRedX, Cy5 (Jackson), or Biotin
(Vector Labs) and were used at 1:400.

Images were collected as confocal image stacks using a Leica
SP2 confocal microscope, processed in ImageJ (NIH) and shown
as two-dimensional projections. U1–U5 neurons are shown as
insets in their approximate spatial position if they would be
obscured in the projection.

Semiquantitation of protein levels was done by staining wild-
type and misexpression embryos in the same tube, collecting
confocal images with the same settings, ensuring all data is
within the linear range of 1–255 pixel intensity, outlining each
neuroblast using ImageJ (Polygon tool), and quantifying average
pixel intensity of each neuroblast using ImageJ (Measure tool).
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